
As co-portfolio managers of First Pacific Advisors’
storied FPA Capital Fund, Dennis Bryan and Arik
Ahitov have some mighty big shoes to fill. Robert
Rodriguez’s. 

Bob, who built the fund from humble beginnings in
1984 into a deep value mutual fund powerhouse
before stepping back into an advisory role in 2010,
has just officially retired, becoming FPA’s first
“partner emeritus.”

Dennis, who has an MBA from the University of
Southern California, was writing spreadsheets as a
financial analyst at Kemper Securities Group before
joining Bob at the Capital Fund. Arik picked up his
MBA at UCLA and worked as portfolio manager of
Shamrock Capital Advisors’ Absolute Value Fund

before signing on with FPA in 2010. 

But Dennis and Arik, both FPA partners, are any-
thing but daunted by challenges, whether living up
to Bob’s lead, or anything much that the market
throws up. First of all, Bob hired Dennis to work
with him on the fund way back in 1993, and he’s
been doing it ever since. Second of all, they are both
thoroughly practiced in following FPA Capital’s
rigorous investment process and positively steeped in
Bob’s contrarian deep value investing principles.
And that’s not just in theory. Both portfolio man-
agers have been survived tough tests of their value
investing mettle in recent years. 

With the broad averages setting records, and their 
spreadsheets spitting out few undervalued names,
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FPA Capital Fund’s Value Sleuths
Dennis Bryan & Arik Ahitov Stick With Solid But Unloved Companies 

Arik AhitovDennis Bryan
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neither Dennis nor Arik is expecting this year to be
anything but challenging — and volatile. But value
guys to their cores, that spellls opportunity to them,
and they spelled out quite a few when we spoke
recently. Listen in. 
KMW

Welcome, both of you. I have high expec-
tations because of the great conversa-
tions I had with your illustrious predeces-
sor over many years —
DENNIS BRYAN:
Actually, I sat in one of
those interviews you did
with Bob — I want to
say 10 years ago. It was
a long time ago. 

He mentioned your
input frequently —
ARIK AHITOV: Dennis
worked with Bob for how
many years, Dennis?

DENNIS: I joined First
Pacific in ’93, when
FPA Capital was just a
small little fund, and
FPA New Income was
less than $10 million, I
think. We had 30
employees or so. We hadn’t even acquired
Crescent yet in ’93 — then we had a good run
here, for a long time.

Indeed, and the market seems to be coming
back around to favoring your investment
styles — as if anyone cares what I think.
The important question is what you see. 
DENNIS: Well, the market right now — I’m not
sure if you were on our conference call yesterday
[1/30/17] or if you looked at our slides — 

Yes and yes, but let’s go there, for my
readers —
DENNIS: We used a couple charts courtesy of
MacroMavens — Stephanie Pomboy’s firm — that
show that the stock market is extremely rich. One
of the reasons why Bob hired me was that we were
going to be working in a hand-in-glove type of situ-
ation and I had been doing some things very simi-
lar to what he was doing. I had been writing a
stock screen that, interestingly enough, turned out
to be very similar to one he had been using. I had
gotten into the business in 1987, hired by an asso-
ciate director of research for a firm that doesn’t

even exist anymore here in the LA area. Anyhow,
we had created a screen using Compustat Research
Insight — which was in a DOS version at the time.
The screen I created basically had four parameters
— and I think Bob’s very, very similar screen had
one more parameter than mine had. But I’ve been
running that same screen now for about 30 years
— and over that time, that screen has flexed from
30 companies to over 400.

Let me guess, you’re screening for under-
valued stocks?
DENNIS: Yes, it’s a valu-
ation screen. When I ran
the screen right before
our conference call yes-
terday, 34 names showed
up on it. Two weeks prior
to the conference call —
call it in mid-January —
I got only 30 names. 

So actually the mar-
ket has gotten
slightly more rea-
sonably priced. We
should run out and
buy everything! 
ARIK: Great! Right!

DENNIS: There are all of
11% more buys out there, I guess. But as I said,
the stock market is very, very expensive. This line
graph [at top, page 3] dates back over 50 years and
shows the aggregate stock market capitalization as
a percentage of U.S. GDP. At bear market lows, the
market cap to GDP has declined substantially and
sometimes goes below 60%. At bull market peaks,
the percentage rises above 160% and sometimes
spikes to 200% — which, incidentally, is where
this percentage currently stands. While GDP
growth has not been robust since the end of the
financial crisis, we are now moving into the eighth
consecutive year of economic growth. Thus, the
current market cap to GDP ratio is worrisome.

This next graph [bottom, page3] is simply a ratio of
the S&P 500 to Treasury bond prices over the past
15 years. We can observe that the current ratio is
materially above the level set in 2007 — just
before the last major stock market decline.

I don’t think many have forgotten that —
DENNIS: True enough, and while we make no
claim to being bond experts, we have read com-
mentary from more than a couple bond fund profes-

Dennis Bryan: 
“Our conclusion, 
coupled with 

the elevated market
cap to GDP ratio and
the high P/Es that

Arik mentioned, is that
the U.S. stock market
is very expensive.” 
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sionals who believe that
the bond market hit bub-
ble territory in mid-
2016, when nearly $12
trillion of global bonds
traded with a negative
yield, according to
Bloomberg markets.  If
those bond experts were
right, what does this
chart say about the cur-
rent equity valuations? 

We should all have
nosebleeds?
DENNIS: It looks like it,
unfortunately. 

ARIK: Make no mistake,
the market is expensive.
Another way we look at
valuation is enterprise
value to EBITDA. That
figure is at 18 times, a
full 6 times higher than
its long-term average. But our portfolio holdings
trade at significant discounts to the market, almost
a 40% discount to its price-to-earnings ratio and a
25% discount to price-to-book, in fact. The Russell
2500 is in record territory but the average holding
in our portfolio is down a little over 30% from its
five-year high.

DENNIS: Our conclusion,
coupled with the elevat-
ed market cap to GDP
ratio and the high P/Es
that Arik mentioned is
that the U.S. stock mar-
ket is very expensive.

One thing the market
has demonstrated in
recent history is that
an expensive market
isn’t necessarily
about to fall off of a
cliff.
DENNIS: Certainly.
However, take a look at
this graph [page 4]. It
shows the volatility of the
stock market, as represent-
ed by the VIX Index, over
the past couple decades.
It’s rarely been lower.

Except for one minor uptick in volatility in late
2015-early 2016 timeframe, it’s been more than
five years since the equity market had a correction
greater than 10%. However, given the current high
stock valuations and the possibility of rising inter-
est rates, we believe the ingredients for increased

Equity Market’s Rich Valuation — 50 Year View

Stocks Are Expensive Relative To Bond Prices

Source: MacroMavens -12/2016

Source: MacroMavens -1/2017
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volatility are in place for this year.

ARIK: What’s really interesting from our perspec-
tive is, yes, the market is expensive and expensive
markets leave us with fewer opportunities. But that
does not mean that the overall market has to come
down 20%, 30%, 40% for us to put money to work
in our strategy.

Sure. Only that some stocks have to.
Your screen spitting out only 34 names
sounds like pretty slim pickings right now.
ARIK: One of the advantages of running a highly
concentrated portfolio — as we do — is that we do
not need to find dozens of actionable ideas every
year. Say, we have 20 to 40 names at any given
time. Right now, we have 25 — but take the mid-
dle point of 30. Our average holding period is
seven years — so that means that every year we
really are looking to add only, call it 4 names on
average. We hope it will be more some years, but
unfortunately some years it will be fewer.

And the good news is our pipeline has never been
stronger. We have many names where the research
process is complete, we have written our 25-to-30-
page investment memos, we’re just waiting for a
few of those opportunities to come into our price
range. It is true, if the market were to come down,
it would be easier. But the market does not need to
come down substantially for us to be able to put
more money to work.

Just a few stocks,
as I said — 
ARIK: Exactly, because
a normal position for us
— when Dennis and I
think about the starting
point of when we call a
position a big position
and when we call a posi-
tion a small position, the
under/over is 3%. So 3%
is what we call an aver-
age position. Which
means, if we put just
three average positions
in the portfolio — of
average weight — that’s
almost 10% of the total
weight of the portfolio
that we’ve changed.

And you continue to
focus, in FPA
Capital, on absolute

performance — so you don’t worry about
gaming the index’s weightings?
ARIK: Yes. We have never tried to be index huggers.
We are benchmark indifferent. To be honest with you,
I don’t really know what percentage of our benchmark
is made up of the technology companies or healthcare
companies — and I seriously doubt that Dennis
knows those percentages, either. We don’t really think
about it that way. We also don’t say, “Look, we don’t
have any healthcare companies,” or we don’t say,
“Look, healthcare stocks are down, why don’t we do a
bunch of work on the healthcare stocks and see if we
can identify some ideas.”

We actually approach portfolio construction from a
different angle. We are deep value investors look-
ing for market-leading companies, ones with a his-
tory of profitability, with pristine balance sheets
and good management teams. Then we try to buy
them when there is a compelling risk/reward ratio
— and sell them what it gets unfavorable. 

So you demand nothing less than to buy
stellar companies on the cheap?
ARIK: Well, there are 2,500 companies in the Russell
2500, but clearly not all 2,500 fit our criteria. 

Probably only 400 at most, and that’s
only in the worst of bear markets, from
what Dennis said. 
ARIK: Exactly. So our job really is to come to the
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Volatility — Likely To Increase In 2017

Source: MacroMavens -1/2017
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office every day and add to our knowledge base
about those types of companies. Identify those
companies, create a hypothesis about each of those
companies, test those hypotheses by talking to as
many people as we can, and learn as much as we
can. Then we study all the financial statements,
read all the publically available filings. We use all
that to write investment
memos — and then we ask,
“Do these companies really
fit our criteria?”

And if they do? 
ARIK: If they do, then based
on all that information and
analysis, the question is at
what price are we interested
in buying those companies?
Once we can answer those
questions, we just sit back
and wait for those companies
to come into our stock price
ranges.

If we were to follow an
index, instead, we would be
forced, by default, to hold
X% of our portfolio in a cer-
tain industry — but we
wouldn’t know if there were
enough names in that certain
industry that fit our criteria.
And even if they fit our
other criteria, we wouldn’t
know whether the price were
right. 

You almost make it
sound like you loll
about the office in
hammocks, waiting for
stocks to come to you. 
ARIK: It’s not a hammock,
but I do have a very comfort-
able reading chair. We
spend most of our time read-
ing and building our
pipeline. We really spend a
lot of time learning about
these companies. I would
say 50% of our time is spent
on building this pipeline.

The other 50% of our time is
spent on continuously updat-
ing what we’ve learned about

our existing portfolio holdings. That’s important
because it allows us to hold certain names for a very
long time. Our average holding period is seven-plus
years — but there have been names in the portfolio
that we have owned for more than 10 years, even
more than 15 years. We can do that because these
companies change, but our learning about them

WELLINGONWALLST. February 10, 2017    PAGE 5

Indifferent: FPA Capital Portfolio Is Significantly Cheaper Than Benchmark

Portfolio data as of December 31, 2016. Source: Bloomberg, Cap IQ and Mellon. Portfolio composition will change due to ongo-
ing management of the fund. Past Performance is no guarantee of future results. Please refer to important disclosures at
end of interview.
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changes with them.

I think a lot of deep due diligence, deep value,
investors start the process in ways very similar to
the way we start the process. What I mean is that
they sit down and they do all this really heavy lift-
ing — tremendous in-depth research — and then
they do write the 25-page memos — I don’t think
that really differentiates us. But what does differ-
entiate us is that even if a name has been in the
portfolio for over 15 years, the investment memo
associated with that name is at most a couple of
months old. We continue to update our learning —
and not just by making mental notes. We treat
everything as if it’s a new investment. What I mean
is that we continuously underwrite these invest-
ments, which allows us to really flex in and out of
these names, based on what the market gives us.

So making the buy/sell decision on every
position every day isn’t just a slogan for
you guys? 
ARIK: No, not at all. We can do it — not because
we’re better or smarter than other people — but we
can do it because we have only, on average, 30
names in the portfolio. We don’t need to find out
what’s going on with a hundred different names
that we have in the portfolio. It’s actually a very

limited set of names we’re interested in. 

And they are manageable, cheaper and decidedly
stronger than the benchmark as you can see in this
slide [top, page 5]. On the left, you see the Russell
2500 Index, back to year end 2003. It ended 2016
with an EV/EBITDA of 18.0 times — significantly
above its average of 12.0 times over the previous
decade-plus. The benchmark’s low in EV/EBITDA
terms was hit in November, 2008, at 6.9 times.
Since the market bottom, the Russell 2500 has
shot up by over 300%, but cumulative EBITDA
has edged up less than 45% — and the EBITDA
multiple has increased by over 180%. 

While your fund portfolio, in the lower
graphic, page 5 —
ARIK: Is filled with stronger but cheaper stocks, so
that collectively our portfolio has a substantial val-
uation advantage over the benchmark. And the
other thing that tends to keep us out of hammocks
is that we continue to actively scale in — and out
— of our positions. 

So I noticed. You were more active in
trading in and out of positions last year
than you’ve been in a while.
DENNIS: Well, don’t forget, at the beginning of last
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FPA Capital Fund Actively Scales In And Out Of Western Digital

Source: First Pacific Advisors. Please refer to important disclosures at end of interview.
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year, the market fell — call it roughly 10% — so
there was some volatility. I wouldn’t call it a lot of
volatility — there was some volatility. We drew down
our cash below 20% for the first time in quite some
time. I think our cash level got maybe just a
smidgeon below 19% — temporarily — during the
first quarter, maybe at the end of January, the begin-
ning of February. Not at the end of the quarter. 

Then the market turned around and reversed. It then
really went up quite a lot, unexpectedly, in the last
two months of the year, based on the presidential
election results. So there was a lot of volatility, rela-
tive to some recent years, and we had a lot of stocks
that did quite well. It was basically that we put our
capital to work early on in the year and then we had
some stocks that were up sixfold. We had one energy
company that went from 7 to 42 — 

Energy stocks really bounced — after
being real portfolio killers in 2015.
DENNIS: They did. And we should talk about that.
Because I’m sure you know that in 2015 our numbers
were not good. Anything that could go wrong in 2015,
did go wrong — and for various reasons —

Mostly having to do with the oil patch,
wasn’t it?
DENNIS: It wasn’t just the oil patch — it was the
oil patch, partly. But it was also that two of our
largest weightings were in the technology sector —
Western Digital (WD) and Arris International
(ARRS). They both made very large acquisition
announcements and the market really didn’t under-
stand the earning power of the businesses — the
combined businesses — so those stocks sold off.
Western Digital, particularly, sold off very, very
aggressively. 

Just the announcement of Western
Digital’s agreement to buy SanDisk for
$19 billion, knocked $10 a share off of
Western Digital — in a day. 
DENNIS: Yes, interestingly, though, the stock is
now back to roughly where it was before the deal
was announced — it has almost more than doubled
from its low. Arris, meanwhile, has bounced nearly
50% from its low. 

But those were two big weightings in 2015 that got
hit pretty hard. Then we also had some for-profit
education stocks that got caught in the cross hairs
of the Obama Administration, which I would say
was really targeting the group. There  have been
some op-ed pieces in various places like The Wall
Street Journal and other publications that pointed
to problems with the methodologies they used to

justify what they were doing. Nonetheless, those
two companies got hit hard.

So three different areas of the portfolio got hit hard
for three different reasons. That all came together
in 2015 and they were not related to each other.
None of those three sectors have anything in com-
mon, other than they’re in our portfolio. 

So much for diversification.
DENNIS: It was really kind of a six sigma event. It’s
very much an outlier type of scenario. You might
expect one of those things to happen every five or
six years, but for three of those things to happen all
at the same time is very, very rare. 

Moreover, there really weren’t good reasons for
those groups to decline. The price drops really were
not sustainable. The underlying fundamentals in
the oil patch could not sustain $30 oil. The indus-
try just could not survive. The reason why the oil
price was driven down was irrational. It was
because Saudi Arabia was pretty much at a war
with Iran, via proxies. They have now totally
reversed course, because it blew up in their face. 

And as far as the for-profit education space goes —
the Obama Administration didn’t have a third term. 

Nor, considering Trump University, just
for starters, is the new Administration
likely to follow Obama’s lead.
DENNIS: Exactly. As for the technology companies,
they said they were going to integrate these compa-
nies they acquired, and we know the management
teams very well. We’ve been involved with these
companies for literally 10 to 15 years. We know their
strength is execution, and now they are executing.
That is why all these stocks have rebounded.

ARIK: As painful as 2015 was — because clearly
we never want to post subpar results in any given
year — we always tell our clients that they should
judge us over a full market cycle, which we haven’t
had for a while.

And I’ll tell you, the good thing about what hap-
pened was — I’ll give you the example of Western
Digital from the chart [see page 6] that we sent you.
Western Digital’s stock price ran all the way down
to the mid-30s from over 100 a share between the
second-half of 2015 and the first-half of 2016.
While that was happening, we increased our
Western Digital position by 90%. 

That had to hurt. 
ARIK: Yes, it was bad. Yes, our numbers were not
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good for 2015, but our shareholders, who are long-
term shareholders and who stuck with us, were
handsomely rewarded for their patience. We didn’t
just freeze when the stock price dropped. We
assessed the situation, and suddenly our upside
scenario for the company increased, while at the
same time our downside case scenario improved.
Yet the stock price was down — so we bought.

DENNIS: What Arik means about the downside is
that our analysis showed that the probable down-
side price wasn’t as low as it had been.

ARIK: Right. Good point, Dennis. Maybe I should
just step back. For every company, after all our
analysis is done and we really believe we under-
stand the company, we work on our valuation. We
use what Buffett calls “owner’s earnings.” What we
are trying to do is approximate the cash earning
power of the company — the normalized cash
earning power. Not at the top of the cycle, not at
the trough of the cycle, but over the cycle, how
much can the company earn. 

And that’s what you then put a multiple
on?
ARIK: Well, first we layer onto that whatever we
think could go wrong with our assumptions. Then,
based on these scenarios and assumptions, we
come up with an upside price for the company and
a downside price for the company. When we initi-
ate a position, we look for — at the very least — a
3-to-1 upside to downside ratio. So, for every $3
upside that we can make, we want to risk, at most,
$1 of the stock price. 

And the greater that upside to downside ratio, the
more aggressively we will buy. All else equal, too,
the smaller that ratio — meaning that our upside is

not much but our downside is big — the more
aggressively we’re going to sell, or maybe even
completely sell out.

So relate that to Western Digital, please. 
ARIK In Western Digital’s case, our assumption on
the upside price and our assumption on the down-
side price both moved up. Yet the stock price
came down, which was really — as painful as it
was from a mark-to-market point of view, Dennis
and I were actually giddy — because the market
was allowing us to buy a better company compared
to yesterday, at cheaper prices than we were able to
buy the day before. So we took advantage of that,
as I said, and we increased the position by 90%.

This was not, on the margin, yes, you’ll buy a couple
of shares here, a couple of shares there. This was
really just buying a trunk full of shares.

DENNIS: We actually took Western Digital to our
maximum weighting in the fund. The fund can only
have positions of 5%, at the maximum — at cost.
And we took it to a max weighting. 

That’s pretty unusual. When was the last
time you did that?
ARIK: We were able to do that with a couple of
names in 2015. We did the same thing with Arris.
And we also got close with a number of energy
names — not quite hitting 5%, but getting close.

DENNIS: These are companies we’ve known for a
long time, so that means that these are really spe-
cial companies. You may remember, back in the
day, when Bob and I took Michael’s Stores, the arts
and crafts retailer, to a maximum weighting. Or
that there was a time when we took Avnet — the
distributor of semiconductors and electronics — to
a max weighting — and, as it happens, Avnet
(AVT)  was one of our positions that we added to
on weakness last year. These are companies where
we have a tremendous amount of confidence in the
management team, because we’ve been with them
for 5, 10, even 15 years. 

The people factor is very important to you?
DENNIS: We’d rather talk about management
teams than individuals. One of the tenets of our
strategy is successful management teams. But we
may not have the same tenure or time with and
grade for a new company in the portfolio, versus a
company that we’ve known for 5, 10, 15 years —
and that we may even call “an old friend.” We just
have more confidence in the capital allocation
decision-making process at those “old friends.”
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They’ve got a process, they’ve got procedures in
place, they’ve got a philosophy that is similar to
the way we would allocate capital, if we were run-
ning the company. And when you have that confi-
dence and that conviction, if you will, you actually
manifest it in your portfolio management decisions.

Historically, from what I’ve seen, you guys
don’t hesitate (as Bob didn’t) to take
advantage of the waxing and waning for-
tunes of your old friends’ shares, by oppor-
tunistically harvesting profits for your
shareholders — selling high and buying low.
ARIK: That’s a very good observation. We take
great pride in the fact that our process has not
changed over the past 30-plus years. 

When you step back, while FPA Capital has been
around for 30-plus years, the portfolio has been
run by only a handful of people. First it was Bob
Rodriguez alone, then it was Bob and Dennis, then
it was Bob, Dennis and Rikard Ekstrand, then it
was Dennis and myself. It’s not like it’s been a cast
of thousands over the last 32 years now — I think
this is our 32nd year — 

DENNIS: We’re going on 33 years — the firm took
over the fund from Transamerica in 1984.

ARIK: So call it 33 years. It’s really had only a
handful of managers and there was always continu-
ity in our leadership, too. That allowed us to main-
tain an investment discipline and a process, and
ultimately we think that our process is very, very
important.

Because it’s just so comfortable to be set
in your ways, or what?
ARIK: No, because our process grounds us.
Because it allows us — when the whole world says
that we’re doing something wrong — to have the
courage of our convictions. What I mean is that when
no one wants to buy what you want to buy, and your
stock price is going down — I believe the only way
to have the conviction to buy, to catch that proverbial
falling knife, is by having a process and having con-
viction in that process. It’s the only way to do it.

That’s something the psychologists who
labelled successful contrarian portfolio
managers “sociopaths” evidently didn’t
consider! 
ARIK: Let’s not go there. But now Dennis and I
consider it our job — to try to instill our unchang-
ing process in the minds of the younger guys who
are working with us — because they will become

the leaders of this strategy at some point.

If they’re lucky. 
ARIK: Yes — it’s an interesting comment you just
made — because I don’t know if it’s luck. But
there definitely are other smarter, harder-working
people in the world — smarter than myself and
Dennis, harder working than myself and Dennis —
no doubt about it. But I will say that it takes a
unique individual to do the type of investing that
we traffic in. Because contrarian deep value invest-
ing is just hard.

If it were easy, the rewards would long
since have been arbitraged away. 
DENNIS: Contrarian deep value is where your best
IRRs lie. When stocks get really, really depressed—
I’ve been doing this for 30 years and when you buy a
stock that is down 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% — even if
you didn’t own it near the top — hopefully, you
didn’t own it up there, as it’s plunging 80% — but
when the stock is down 70% and everyone is saying
what a piece of junk this company is, or how bad the
management team is, or how bad the industry is, or
that everything about it is bad— yet you’re willing
to step in because the valuation of the business is
very attractive and it aligns with your philosophy —
that’s where you make great returns.

But buying low doesn’t stop the questions from com-
ing. Everybody is questioning — your clients are
questioning, your business development people are
questioning, your marketing people are beside them-
selves, saying, “Why are you buying this? Don’t you
know this company’s going to go out of business? It’s
a value trap.” I’ve heard so many different adjectives
or names for deep value — I can’t repeat them to you
because it would make you blush — 

Thanks, but I doubt it. I’ve been covering
Wall Street as a journalist for even longer
than your fund has been around —
DENNIS: So you’ve heard some of those adjectives,
as well — maybe you have new ones for us!
Nonetheless, when we decide to buy — we just
don’t go in willy-nilly and say, “Oh, look, that
stock’s down 50%, let’s go out and buy it.” We put
a tremendous amount of research effort and rigor-
ous analysis behind our investment decisions. It’s
not, “Oh, the stock just hit a 52-week low. Let’s
snap it up.” 

True. But still, it’s got to feel like you’re
stepping off a cliff when you buy — 
DENNIS: Yep.
ARIK: Yes. That’s why I was saying that we have to
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instill our process — and confidence in it — in our
young analysts — who are very, very good at what
they do. The only question is can they really make
the move from doing the analysis to being able to
make the final investment decisions —because it
requires a certain breed, even with our process. 

It couldn’t have been easy for you to keep
the faith in 2015. 
DENNIS: Exactly. We just had that experience a
year ago. Energy — oil prices — went from $100
to $30 — actually below $30, to $26. So no matter
where you got your information, whether it was in
The Wall Street Journal, the Financial Times,
Bloomberg, in Wall Street research, on CNBC —
everybody was saying oil prices were going to go
below $20 — or were going to stay lower, longer.
“Lower for longer” became everyone’s favorite
catch phrase.

In that midst of that carnage, we stepped in and
added to our positions that were down. And they
got hit, but we still added substantially to our posi-
tions. That’s really difficult to do. After you’ve had
such a bad year in 2015 — even though we had
sold five of our energy companies — and reduced
every single one of the others — we had had too
high of a weighting to begin with, obviously, in ret-
rospect. But to go in and then double down on
energy investments was not easy, while expert after
expert was telling you that oil prices are not going
to rebound, and here are five reasons why, includ-
ing:  “These companies are going bankrupt.”  And

you had, I think, over 100
companies go bankrupt in the
oil patch. Balance sheets were
in turmoil. Over 100,000 peo-
ple were laid off in the indus-
try. While we were buying, we
talked to a lot of brokers out
there and they were saying
things like, “We don’t know
anyone who did what you just
did.” Because no one else did
it.

ARIK: Ultimately, though, what
really matters is what happened
to our shareholders, our fellow
investors. We made money in
every single energy investment
we undertook, despite oil prices
going from $100 to the mid-
$20s. There were some painful
days along the way, I’m not
making light of that. But when

you look back now — ultimately, we made money in
every single energy company we invested in. 

You didn’t, I assume, just pile into those
positions all a once — 
DENNIS: No, we scaled in. We underwrite these
investments very thoroughly, as Arik said. So in
every company — whether it’s an energy company
or a technology company or retail company — we
have an investment thesis. We try to look at the
normalized earnings power for the business. We try
to normalize revenues and try to normalize profit
margins and then we put a pretty conservative mul-
tiple on that. 

In the energy business, the oil price is a major dri-
ver for our companies. We’re not necessarily tilted
towards natural gas, although our exploration and
production companies and our service companies
will drill for and service gas. But their revenue and
profitability are really more closely associated with
the oil that they’re pulling out of the ground. So the
oil price is the main driver of their business, right?
Which means that we have to have an outlook, if
you will, on the price of oil. If you don’t have an
outlook or a belief about what the price of oil
should be, then you’re kind of flying blind. 

Not a good idea, especially in the oil patch —
DENNIS: Right, so our thinking gets back to
Economics 101. Any commodity, whether it’s corn,
oil, natural gas or gold, really should be priced at
its marginal cost of production. 
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U.S. Crude Output Remains Well Below Peak Level
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Assuming supply and demand are in bal-
ance?
DENNIS: Yes, it’s about supply and demand.
Believe it or not, it might still work. Now, when it
comes to interest rates, I would say that supply and
demand are being distorted — Economics 101
does not apply today because of the cartel that’s
running interest rates — but that’s a totally differ-
ent subject.

No kidding. But you’re saying you
increased many of your energy industry
positions when they were down because
your research said the price of oil was
going up, higher, sooner?
DENNIS: Well, our belief, which we corroborated
by listening to a lot of different opinions and talk-
ing to many different experts — people who make
their livings by keeping track of what costs are for
the marginal supplies, what that last incremental
barrel costs — is that the marginal cost of a barrel
of oil is in the range of $70 to $80 a barrel — so
that’s where we underwrote these investments, and
that’s somewhat normal.

There is a book published recently by Robert
McNally, an energy consultant, who has gone back
150 years and looked at the history of oil prices
over that entire stretch — “Crude Volatility: The
History and the Future of Boom/Bust Oil Prices.”
He believes that over the next decade, oil prices
will fluctuate between $30 and $100 — and I tend
to agree with that, by the way.

Much like in the recent past?
DENNIS: Yes. So the marginal cost is $70. When
oil prices drop below there, we’re mildly interested
in looking at some companies. When oil prices
drop substantially below that, we’re very interested
in looking at and reviewing companies. When oil
prices approach that, or are certainly above that,
we look to trim positions — and maybe even to exit
the positions, if oil prices rise substantially above
that marginal cost. 

Won’t you be leaving money on the table?
That’s pretty much when most people will
be deciding the price of oil is headed for
the moon —
DENNIS: Possibly. But we don’t think oil prices can
sustain themselves above $100 for a long period of
time, because you’re going to have a switch in con-
sumption. There’s something called permanent
demand destruction, and consumers will switch, for
example, to an alternative-fueled vehicle. If you
look at electric vehicles — while their market

share is very, very small today — it’s less than 1%
of the vehicles on the road. But hybrids have a
much larger share — 5% or 6% of the vehicles
sold globally. That has an impact. 

More alt-cars means lower oil demand, sure. 
DENNIS: So you can look at the trend line for the
consumption of oil, right? That’s what we tend to do
when we look at the supply and demand. 

Yet you clearly don’t think a $30 price is
sustainable, either. 
DENNIS: No, at $30 oil — just to take the other
extreme, if you will — countries go bankrupt and
companies go bankrupt. At $30, they don’t have the
capital dollars to replace their depleting resource.
The interesting thing about the oil industry is that
it’s a very capital-intensive business and it’s a
depleting resource. In other words, if you’re not
drilling a new well, your production is naturally
going to decline. It’s just the physics of the busi-
ness. There’s nothing you can do about Mother
Nature. That’s reality.

So when oil prices dropped that low in early 2016,
you had something like $400 billion of oil field
projects that were cancelled or deferred or post-
poned, pushed out. That’s going to catch up to us
next year. I think that’s what OPEC sees. They’re
like, “Oh, shoot. We have all these projects that
were cancelled; in 2018-2019, those projects would
have been delivering oil into the marketplace, and
if demand continues to grow at a million barrels a
year or more, we’re not going to have that supply
we would have had.” And by the way, the IEA just
upped its demand growth estimate for 2017 by
110,000, to 1.3 million barrels [For all of 2017, it’s
currently estimating demand of 97.6 million barrels
a day.] 

So OPEC says, “Oh shoot. We’ve got to cut our pro-
duction to get prices higher so the swing producers,
which are the U.S. shelf producers, can go back to
work and hopefully they’ll drill enough wells to
mitigate a spike in prices.” That’s one theory out
there. And it’s not a bad theory.

Probably a pretty good one. OPEC mem-
bers seem increasingly aware of needing
stability as well as revenue —
DENNIS: Right. Also, they don’t really have any
spare capacity. It’s not like 1985, when the world
had 22% spare oil capacity, globally. The estimates
today are like 2% or 3%, max, globally. So you
have a very thin layer of spare capacity should
something happen. 
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So, say Venezuela collapses because of the govern-
ment gets overthrown or whatever — something
bad happens — maybe Trump throws sanctions on
Iran — something crazy — how is that supply
shortfall going to be made up? That’s going to be
made up through spare capacity. Well, when you
had 20% spare capacity, refineries around the
world weren’t worried, so prices plunged. Today,
with 2% spare capacity, if you get a supply shock
— if you get a little supply taken out of the market
— there’s nobody who can step up to replace it.

ARIK: This is a differentiated view, I would say.
Most people are linear thinkers, so they are think-
ing along the lines of — “OPEC sells oil, more rev-
enue is better than less revenue; the higher the oil
prices, the higher their revenue. Therefore, higher
oil prices are good for OPEC.” That’s linear think-
ing. And it’s true —

But only to a point.
ARIK: You have to bring in your differentiated
thinking and you have to play it out to consider
second and third-order effects. You cannot just
look only one step ahead. You have to look a cou-
ple steps ahead. Not too many, because then you’ll
get lost. But the next step is, “Yes, $50 oil is better
than $40. Yes, $60 is better than $50,” that is
absolutely correct. But when you play it out, there
is a price of oil that is so high that OPEC is unhap-
py with it. Because then, we’re all going to switch
to driving Teslas and we’re never going to buy their
oil again. 

And the value of their in-ground reserves
shrivels. 
ARIK: Right. I would say — this is my own person-
al opinion and a guess — that if someone were to
go to OPEC and say, “We guarantee you that for
the next 200 years, you can sell oil at $75 a barrel,
adjusted for inflation every year,” they would prob-
ably extremely happy to take that deal.

Ecstatic, I’d imagine, though I doubt
they’d publicly admit it. 
ARIK: Yes. But they certainly don’t want $200-a-
barrel oil — and we might have it. We might have
it because we just have not spent enough money on
development projects in the last couple years.

Capital spending was pulled back very
quickly. But I’m under the impression that
unconventional oil production here can be
ramped up, and even shut down, pretty
speedily, at least in comparison with tra-
ditional wells.
DENNIS: Let’s look at the numbers. So U.S. oil out-

put peaked at around 9.6 million barrels a day, and
that was mid-2015-ish, I believe — no one knows
with complete precision because the data needs to
be scrubbed multiple times — but let’s just call it
roughly 9.6 million barrels a day in mid-2015.
Then, in the latter part of last year we believe that
production troughed at around 8.5 million barrels a
day — something like that. Even the EIA — the
U.S. Energy Information Administration — says on
their website that their statistics are estimates. And
nobody takes them as gospel, by the way. So let’s
just call it roughly a million barrel a day drop in
supply. We believe it has troughed out — and we
believe the U.S. production is increasing, given that
oil prices have roughly doubled from the lows
established a year ago. But as of December, 2016,
the EIA had total U.S. crude production down over
800,000 barrels a day versus the June 2015 peak.
The question is how much can the U.S. increase its
production in 2017?

What’s your answer?
DENNIS: If you just take a look at the process of
getting oil out of the ground from a U.S. shale
resource, it now takes about six to nine months
from the day you start drilling to the day the oil
actually hits the market, okay? There are the
drilling and completion steps. But then, after you
complete a well, you still have to gather the output
and process it — and then you have to market it
and sell it and transport it to the refinery. By the
time it gets to the refinery, six to nine months have
passed. And that is actually pretty fast —

Certainly compared to traditional wells — 
DENNIS: It’s actually very fast. Even compared
with the time it takes currently if you want to go
drill in the deep water. That takes the oil compa-
nies five years. Shale oil is what they call in the
industry “fast cycle time production.” 

They are faster to drill, and to deplete. 
DENNIS: Right. So now the question is how many
rigs do you need to go out and to start increasing
that production? Well, we believe the rigs are
much more efficient today and we believe the com-
pletion process is more efficient today. So you
probably need fewer rigs today than even, say,
three or four years ago. 

What sort of number are you talking about?
DENNIS: We have an investment in a contract
drilling company called Helmerich & Payne (HP).
John Lindsay, Helmerich & Payne’s CEO, believes
— based on their data and the information that
they’re gathering from all of their customers — that
we are going to see 800 rigs working at some point
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this year. We think that’s good information.
Helmerich & Payne talks to a lot of different E&P
[exploration and production] companies in the U.S.
and they’re working in some of the most prolific
spaces in the U.S. — 

They could scarcely be more plugged in.
DENNIS: So they see roughly 800 rigs working
sometime in 2017. That compares to only about
400 at the recent trough. But it’s still down from
the 2015 peak, when around 1,600 rigs were
adding about a million barrels a day to annual out-
put. Anyway, their estimate is that the U.S. will be
able to increase its production, on average, by rough-
ly 300,000 barrels a day in 2017, over 2016.
Interestingly, enough, you would need about 800 rigs
to achieve that. Whether that happens or not remains
to be seen.

But in the meantime, let’s just say the world is con-
suming 95 million a barrels a day, today. The glob-
al decline rate is — let’s just call it 5% for right
now. Some people think it’s 4% and some people
think it’s 7%, but let’s just say it’s 5%. If that’s the
case, you’re going to need roughly 5 million barrels
a day of new production just to replace those that
are going to be depleted. 

Now, if demand increases by 1.5 million barrels a
day, you’re going to need roughly 6 to 6.5 million
new barrels, okay? And oh, by the way, OPEC is cut-

ting its output by a million barrels a day, so — 

Assuming they do as they’ve said. Which
is a big assumption.
DENNIS: Yes, you don’t ever know what they’re
really doing — but the estimates for January look
like OPEC production dropped by about a million
barrels a day from December. 

ARIK: Much faster than what people were expect-
ing, actually.

Because there’s typically a lot of slippage
between what they say and what they do. 
DENNIS: All these numbers will get adjusted and
readjusted. Nonetheless, the question is where is
the new supply going to come from? It’s going to
come out of inventory for now. 

Aren’t inventories still fairly bulging?
Oversupply was what cratered oil prices,
after all —
DENNIS: Up until a few months ago, we were at
record high inventory levels for oil, but we believe
global inventory numbers are now starting to trend
down — although that is hardly a universal view.
The chart [above] is from our friends at Cornerstone
Analytics. They believe, with us, that global inven-
tories peaked last summer and are now accelerating
to the downside as OPEC’s production cuts further
depress global supply. It will be choppy along the
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Global Oil Inventories Will Go Lower

Source: Cornerstone Analytics- 1/10/2017
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way. Inventories aren’t going to go down every
week or every day. Maybe not even every month.
But directionally, they’re trending down now,
because that’s where the new supply is coming
from. 

The Cornerstone seems to corroborate our thesis, if
one believes oil prices are sensitive to inventories. It
shows that the surge in inventories in 2014 coincided
with the precipitous drop in oil prices — and that
both trends reversed about a year ago. Which says to
us that at a certain point in time, inventories will hit
a level — maybe call it the five-year average, what-
ever that number is — and if the supply and demand
are running at where they are today, one would think
oil prices are going to have to move higher. Because
there’s very, very little spare capacity. And then
you’d have substantially lower inventory numbers,
the refineries are going to start to be concerned about
getting their raw material into production to turn it
into the gasoline or diesel or kerosene, even petro-
chemicals — whatever they are producing. That’s
how the market works.

Even if most folks only pay attention when
the price they pay at the pump spikes, the
forces of supply and demand are grinding
against each other, constantly.
DENNIS: Twenty-four hours a day: it’s inexorable.
Both ways, by the way. So as the U.S. suddenly
enjoyed prolific well production from these new
shale plays and as OPEC continued to cheat on its
quotas and as Russia also increased its production
in 2014, just as we had — not a decline in demand
— but demand didn’t grow quite as fast in 2014 as
people were expecting — with just those two
things, boom! that’s how we got that massive growth
in oil inventories. 

Then, that was coupled with Saudi Arabia really get-
ting upset about the U.S. negotiating a nuclear deal
with Iran and lifting the sanctions on that country.
Which happened, of course, while Saudi Arabia and
Iran were essentially at war in Syria. The two coun-
tries had — still have — their own proxy armies
fighting each other in Syria and also in Yemen. So
Saudi Arabia said, “Okay, we’re going to try to hurt
them in the pocketbook.” They basically took most, if
not all, of their spare capacity and hit the market-
place with it — at the perfect time to crush oil
prices, just as global inventories were peaking. They
couldn’t have picked a better time. 

And perhaps succeeded beyond their
wildest dreams. 
DENNIS: Yes. What they probably learned was that
they were more negatively impacted than Iran. 

But the fact that the Saudis were willing
to roll the dice that way is telling, rein-
forcing what Arik was saying about linear
thinking not working in such a multilay-
ered and multifaceted market — 
DENNIS: A lot of factors involved here. 

So how much of your portfolio is exposed
to the energy sector now? 
ARIK: It’s about 15% right now. As of December
31, it was 14.23%. Not nearly the weight it was for
us about a year ago. 

DENNIS: In ’15 into ’16.

ARIK: With the price of oil — and the stocks —
rising again, we’ve been decreasing our weighting
in the sector. We’ve been trimming. 

DENNIS: Because, while the price of oil may not be
back up at $70 a barrel, some of the stocks are
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2 High Yield Positions Exited

Source: Bloomberg; Please refer to important disclosures at end of interview.
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already pricing in $70 oil. So you always have to be
aware of what the market is assuming. 

ARIK: But just because we’ve been trimming, does
not mean that we’re going to continue to trim. Also,
some of our companies have gone through a num-
ber of acquisitions — they were able to buy some
unique assets at favorable prices — and so we
might increase our positions in a name or two in
energy — we just haven’t done it in a while. 

The financially strong companies in the
industry were able to take advantage of
the others’ pain.
DENNIS: And all of our companies are financially
strong. Every single one of them.

ARIK: That’s what we said to our fellow sharehold-
ers when these companies — or really, their stock
prices — were not doing well. We told them,
“Look, we have great conviction in our investment
thesis — but we don’t know how long it’s going to
take for it to play out. The trick here is, are we
going to take any permanent hits to our capital?
And our answer to that was, ‘No, because the bal-
ance sheets of our portfolio companies were — and
still are — very strong.’” 

DENNIS: One of the major tenets of value investing is
margin of safety, and that margin of safety is the dif-
ference between a company’s intrinsic value and
what you pay to buy that asset. Let’s just say we’re
buying initially at 30% - 35% below its intrinsic
value. Obviously, the lower we can buy below its
intrinsic value, the higher the margin of safety is.
That is your backup plan. you have this asset, and
the price you paid was below its intrinsic, or private,
market value. 

But if the stock price persists in trading below that
intrinsic value for a long time, or if the industry goes
through a temporary crisis, you have to have a back-
up to the backup plan. You always have to have a
backup to the backup — and the backup to the back-
up is the balance sheet. That is your last stand. If the
balance sheet is not strong enough, then you go
through a restructuring. And restructurings are where
you start to take hits to your permanent capital. 

That’s where your equity capital evapo-
rates and the banks, bondholders, other
creditors walk away with whatever is left. 
DENNIS: Exactly. By the way, we were able to
opportunistically buy a couple of high-yield bonds
in the energy patch last year [chart, page14]. The
Atwood Oceanics (ATW) and SM Energy (SM)
bonds were trading below 50 cents on the dollar

when we bought them — even though these compa-
nies were not really in financial distress. And they
are now out of the portfolio. We sold those bonds
between 90 cents on the dollar and par, when they
bounced back. They had tanked only because high
yield managers were getting terminated or fired or
redeemed, liquidated, whatever. When portfolios
are liquidated, the good and the bad go out togeth-
er. And we were able to pick up some of the good
that were (temporarily) priced like the bad.

ARIK: That’s just another example of the benefit of
having the conviction to buy when many others are
afraid. We were able to do that with the Atwood
and SM Energy bonds, because, again, we had
already done our homework when the opportunities
materialized. 

Your mandate obviously permits you to
buy junk bonds, do you do it often? 
ARIK: By mandate, we can do it. We had not done
for quite a while before buying those —

DENNIS: The last time we did it was during the
financial crisis.

ARIK: Bonds are not a cash alternative for us. They
have to offer equity-like returns to interest us. As
you can imagine, the bond market has not offered
much in the way of returns, much less equity-like
returns for a long time. But energy was definitely
an interesting area last year and we took advantage. 

I imagine you’re not seeing much like it now.
DENNIS: Not now. I would say very little, unfortu-
nately. We’ll continue to review it, but if rates were
to really rise like the dot-plot suggests — when you
aggregate it all, the individual members of the
FMOC estimate we’ll see three rate increases in
2017. That’s talking about maybe another 75 basis-
point increase — and rates are already rising. But,
by the way, we don’t really know if the Fed will  raise
rates three times this year. That’s just what the con-
sensus viewpoint is right now, because of what the
Fed has said they expect.

Even FMOC members don’t really know
what they will do. 
DENNIS: Exactly. But let’s just say, in scenario
one, that plays out. While rates today are still very
low, compared to rates over the past few decades,
at a certain point, rates could get high enough to
attract substantial capital away from equities and
back into bonds, impeding economic growth.
What’s more, with the highly leveraged balance
sheets we have in Corporate America — there has
been a tremendous amount of debt added to corpo-
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rate balance sheets with these low interest rates — 

Thank you for mentioning a glaring reality
a whole lot of folks seem blind to —
DENNIS: Okay. And companies have been using a
lot of that capital to buy back stock in record
amounts — my point is that higher interest rates
will at some point start to have an impact. That
impact might even first be seen in the economy.
Maybe now all of a sudden the car becomes a little
bit more expensive, the mortgage becomes a little
bit more expensive. Then, all the sudden, the
growth projections that people are assuming —
because we’re going to cut rates; because we’re not
going to have any regulations anymore, Trump is
going to eliminate those; because he’s going to cut
taxes; because he’s going to throw up the wall and
because he’s going to do all these things — are
going to fall flat. Now, some of those things are
great — I think that cutting the onerous and dra-
conian regulations that are stifling American busi-
nesses is smart — as long as you do it in a prudent,

thoughtful, constructive manner. I think tax reform
is required. But that reform needs to include elimi-
nating loopholes and subsidies that businesses
really have no right to receive. But making the sys-
tem more efficient, that would be all good. 

Trouble is, the good news has already been built
into the stock market here. If we have a little bit of
a hiccup in growth or a little higher interest rates,
all of the sudden people might start to question
these valuations. And you could start to get some
dislocations in the bond market, as well as in
stocks.  Nonetheless, we’re prepared to seize any
opportunity that the marketplace provides us. 

You said earlier you’re expecting more
volatility in the markets —
DENNIS: Well, the ingredients are in place.
Volatility starts with extreme valuations, and we
know we’re at extreme valuations right now. Plus,
there are a lot of expectations of the Trump admin-
istration. And I would say he’s off to a bad start in
terms of meeting some of the expectations that a lot
of Americans have.

Now, it’s early on, and he’s not a polished politi-
cian. So hopefully he’s a quick learner. But there
are some question marks out there. Will this guy
continue to be very, very disruptive? Will his atti-
tude remain, “Damn the torpedoes, we don’t care
what anyone says. This is what we’re going to do.
We’re going to become revolutionaries.” 

And this Steve Bannon — you’ve got to really
understand who this guy is. He is now part of the
National Security Council and he seems to be get-
ting more and more power within the Trump
Administration — 

Bannon actually scares me.
DENNIS: It’s scary because this guy wants to break
up a lot of the institutions in America. That’s what
he has expressed as his own personal viewpoint.
Whether it happens or not, we — as investors —
just have to be aware and then look at the expecta-
tions in the market. Should there be changes from
the current thinking in the marketplace that will
add to volatility. 

What’s going on in Europe could also add to
volatility. Several key countries are having elec-
tions this year, and if those votes go in the direc-
tion of the Brexit vote and Trump’s election, who
knows?  Just recently, Peter Navarro, who is
Trump’s economic advisor and head of his National
Trade Council in the White House — and very
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Investment Reasoning: ARRIS Example

Source: FPA; Please refer to
important disclosures at
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much a trade protection-
ist — was lambasting
Germany. That’s the type
of thing that happened in
1987 — Don Regan,
who was head of the
Treasury, got into a ver-
bal confrontation with
his counterpart in
Germany, which led to
increased volatility in
the dollar and the mark.
There was all this talk
about the mark being too
cheap and the dollar
being too expensive —
and these are not good
things for the stock mar-
ket, right? It increases
volatility and uncertain-
ty.

I seem to remember
a little crash follow-
ing in short order.
DENNIS: Right, 22% in one day. Our point is that
the ingredients are in place for increased volatility.
And, should volatility increase, the fund is in an
advantageous position to seize any kind of opportu-
nity that presents itself. We have a lot of liquidity,
we’ve done our homework, the research pipeline is
full and we’re just waiting for great valuations. 

Your cash holdings are up above 30% again?
ARIK: We were a little bit over 35% in cash, leav-
ing last year. 

DENNIS: Our cash level isn’t as high as it was in in
2007, when we hit 44.5%. 

On the cusp of the financial crisis?
DENNIS: Yes, those were extreme times. Every
period is different. In 2007, we didn’t have to worry
about a trade war. We had to worry about the com-
plete lack of underwriting standards in the residen-
tial mortgage market —

Among many other travesties of financial
innovation. 
DENNIS: I don’t think we really need to worry
about that one today. While clearly there are some
mortgages being underwritten that shouldn’t be
underwritten today, I don’t think it’s a epidemic
like it was back in ’07. 

ARIK: But I will make this point. Dennis and I
don’t sit around saying, “This market is a little

expensive, there are many unknowns and therefore
we need to have X% in cash.” Cash is truly a
residual of investment opportunities for us. 

So if something in your holding pen suddenly drops
into your buy range, you’ll spend your cash on it —
even if the major averages still look very expensive
to you? 

ARIK: Exactly. We pay attention to all these mar-
ket developments and we pay attention to overall
valuation. But we are pretty much company-by-
company, bottoms-up investors. I wouldn’t be sur-
prised if — with the exact same set of rules —
we’d have 1,000 basis points more — or less —
cash. Remember, we only hold a relative handful of
companies, so if one or two of them would be bought
out tomorrow, we’d suddenly have a lot more cash in
the portfolio. Contrariwise, if one or two of the compa-
nies in our pipeline would have what we deem to be
short-term problems, we’d suddenly have a lot less
cash. Because we’d use that cash to snap up those
companies at favorable valuations.

How about talking about some of the
stocks you like around current prices?
ARIK: I’ll talk about Arris Group [chart above] a bit
more. It is one of our largest investments and we
have followed the company since the mid-2000s and
we’ve been investors since late-2010. I don’t know if
you’re familiar with the company — they provide
communications systems to cable operators. 

Investment Example: ARRIS Intl. plc (ARRS)

Source: Bloomberg; Please refer to important disclosures at end of interview.
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I have some of their boxes in my house.
ARIK: That’s the visible part. They provide the
equipment that allows us to consume bandwidth with
on-demand programming, faster internet speeds,
more HD channels, or if you just want to upload
videos of your grandkids and download photos of
your friends. To facilitate all of that, internet, telco
and cable providers need to upgrade their infrastruc-
ture. That is where Arris comes in. They sell all the
head-end equipment and a lot of the consumer
premises equipment into this marketplace. 

We more than tripled our weighting in Arris in
2013, a couple of years after our initial purchase,
when the company bought the Motorola Home
cable and internet business from Google. The
acquisition transformed the company, yet the mar-
ket failed to recognize it. 

Transformed it?
ARIK: Yes, because it allowed Arris to become a
leader in all aspects in the cable infrastructure mar-
ket. That thesis played out largely from 2010 to
early-2014. Then we started buying Arris again later
that year, when four of their five largest customers
were involved in M&A talks. You might recall that
Time Warner, Charter, Comcast and AT&T were all
talking about combining, one way or another. So
those were tough times for Arris. The demand was
still there, the need for their products and services
was still there. But the looming consolidations among
their customers made it hard for buying decisions to
be made. You didn’t know which company was going
to end up in charge, and maybe even more important-
ly, which people were still going to be around to actu-
ally buy Arris equipment.

So Arris’ orders and sales suffered, and

the stock took some
gas, but you upped
your stake? 
ARIK: Right, we did not
worry about the short-
term problem because,
really, we arbitrage peo-
ple’s short- term worries
with our long-term hori-
zon. We really didn’t
care what the revenues
were going to be in any
given quarter. We were
looking to own this com-
pany for a long, long
time. So the volatility
allowed us to increase
our position again. So we

more than tripled our position in 2013, then we
doubled it again in 2014. 

It hasn’t exactly taken off like a rocket —
ARIK: No, in early-2015 Arris went and acquired
yet another company — this time a British compa-
ny, called Pace plc. We thought that this deal was
very attractive financially due to large synergy
opportunities. Moreover, this purchase cemented
their leading scale and further diversified their
client base. 

So you’re still fans?
ARIK: Sure. Looking forward, Arris has a great
number of products that they sell to a global cus-
tomer base — a who’s who of the industry. There is
tremendous growth ahead for its products for the
foreseeable future. Their largest customers are run-
ning out of network capacity, so their capital
spending should remain elevated, which is going to
help Arris a lot. 

And the management team is great. We spend a lot
of time doing channel checks on all our portfolio
companies. But the number of people who have
described Arris as “the gold standard,” without
being provoked is overwhelming. It’s probably one
of the best channel check companies I’ve ever had
in my career. 

We think that the company can generate, in a nor-
malized environment, more than $600 million a
year of cash earnings — and the market cap is only
slightly above $5 billion. So we think there’s still
big upside ahead for Arris.

Technology has been known to change in
that business rather rapidly. Is Arris vul-
nerable to being left behind in whatever

2016 Changes In FPA Capital’s Portfolio

Source: FPA; Please refer to
important disclosures at
end of interview.
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the next great
migration is? 
ARIK: What happens in
practice is that whoever
is making the buying
decisions has to make
sure that what they buy
is going to be compatible
to the previous technolo-
gy — and adaptable to
whatever the upcoming
technology is. There is a
standardization body,
called CableLabs, and
Arris is a part of it.
There are only a handful
of companies that do
what Arris does, and Arris
works very closely with all the companies in the
space.

They started out really focusing on the cable opera-
tors but now also work with the satellite providers
and telcos. They have many engineers, actually
embedded with many of their clients. And a num-
ber of their clients are shareholders in Arris.

I would say that it’s hard for any of the telcom
providers to come up with next generation equip-
ment, and when they do, it’s something that has
been in the works for years. It takes a lot of plan-
ning, regulatory approvals, testing — by the whole
supply chain. So the providers don’t really do any
of that without working with Arris. And not only
Arris. Obviously, it’s not the only company that
does this, but Arris is the number one or number
two supplier of all the products that it sells. 

DENNIS: Your question about the technology is
timely, because most of Arris’ technology is for
land-based communications — cable or maybe
copper or fiber and all the rest coming into the
neighborhood. But one of the areas where Arris is
looking to fortify its portfolio is on the wireless
side. Wireless continues to gain faster speeds and
more data throughput — though we’ve still got to
solve the bandwidth issue. But if you think about
entertainment in your home — and that’s largely
where these guys play — it’s your internet, it’s your
TV, demanding ever-more bandwidth. 

It’s one thing to watch a little video clip for 30 sec-
onds on your smart phone, or maybe watch
YouTube for a couple of minutes. If it’s a little
jerky or has a latency issue, you’re usually okay
with that. But that’s not okay at all if you’re doing

something like live streaming the Super Bowl. 

Zero tolerance.
DENNIS: Yet the trend is toward more and more
streaming, and the wireless guys are solving those
problems, as chip technology evolves. So I was with
Bruce McClelland, who’s the new CEO at Arris, a
couple of months or so ago — he took over after
working for a long time with the former CEO, Bob
Stanzione, who is just a total stud. Bob is a great
guy, one of the best CEOs I’ve ever met. Anyway, I
was talking with Bruce in Atlanta a couple months
ago about wireless and he totally agrees. They have
a strategy around this. We think that the company
really sees the opportunity.

These guys stay ahead of the curve. They will
either acquire a wireless company or develop it
internally, at the time the market needs it. This is a
great way to play the internet — internet connec-
tivity into the home — without having to bet
whether it’s going to be via a wireless company or a
cable company or a telco company or a satellite
company. These guys are the arms dealer to all of
those players. 

What’s your margin of safety? 
ARIK: This company historically has run a very
strong balance sheet. For many, many years — up
until their big acquisition of Motorola Home from
Google — they ran a net cash position, and they
used that cash mostly to buy back shares. With the
recent acquisitions, they levered their balance
sheet. But they generate so much cash that they
already have taken the debt level to less than 1.5
times EBITDA, so the balance sheet is very strong.
They are going to generate a tremendous amount of
cash this year. Last year they generated $400 mil-
lion of cash and next year they’re going to generate
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Source: FPA; Sector classification scheme reflects GICS (Global Industry Classification Standard). Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the Fund. Please refer to
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more cash. 

When we look at a company, again, we think about
the owner’s earnings — and we define that as EBIT-
DA minus cap-ex, fully taxed. In other words, what is
the cash that’s going to be left for the shareholders?
That number, we believe on a normalized basis, is
about $600 million a year at Arris. If you look at the
consensus estimate, for this year they believe the
EBITDA is going to be $880 million, and the year
after is estimated at $965 million. 

Then it’s pretty much a cash machine?
ARIK: It’s a cash machine, but with strong technol-
ogy, double-digit EBITDA margins and a great
management team.

Why are the margins so plump?
DENNIS: This company is not highly capital inten-
sive. While they do a lot of engineering, they use
contract manufacturers around the globe to actually
build their products.

ARIK: It might look at first glance as if they sell
dumb boxes that have low margins, but their sweet
spot — and where their margins are very high — is
on the software that they put into these boxes. The
boxes, they have someone else manufacture for
them. But they build the software in-house. 

So Arris’ real assets are the soft kind —
software and the people who write it —
that tends to be understated on a GAAP
balance sheet? 
ARIK: Right, exactly. But their communications
technology is something we are all consuming every
day, as we are consuming more data, uploading and
downloading more stuff. So it’s in an area we really
like. We are also invested in a similar company
called InterDigital (IDCC). Without going through
that whole story, suffice it to say that sometimes
other investors try to invest in the gold miner who’s
going to strike gold. But we prefer investing in
companies that sell picks and shovels to all the
miners. 

We believe we will continue to want to consume
more and more data every year. So we don’t really
worry about who is going to win. I want to bet with
the company that is going allow that experience to
happen. That’s Arris.

DENNIS: We also believe that the media that you’re
going to consume is going to be a richer-content
media, and make more demands on the infrastruc-
ture. Plus, this is a global phenomenon, and Arris
sells its products and services globally. So in Arris,

to a degree, we can play other developed markets,
and even the emerging markets, with GAAP
accounting and without having to take on currency
risk. When we can do that, we are all for it. 

ARIK: Their international businesses kick in prob-
ably 30% of their revenue. 

So what multiple do you put on $600 mil-
lion of cash flow? 
ARIK: I don’t know, but say you just put a 15 mul-
tiple on it — that’s $9 billion. But the market cap
right now is only $5.5 billion and enterprise value
is $6.5 billion, so we think that the upside is really
significant here. 

DENNIS: Remember, this is an environment where
the Russell 2500 trades at 31 times and the S&P at
what, 17 - 18 times. But we don’t put huge multi-
ples on our investments to construct our upside
scenario.

You’ve clearly got a lot of confidence in
both Arris and Western Digital, with a
combined 12% of your portfolio split
between the two. 
ARIK: Both investments are similar, in that they’re
selling picks and shovels for the internet age. 

We didn’t talk earlier about what you like
about Western Digital’s business itself.
Pretty much a commodity isn’t it?
DENNIS: There are two primary places where you
store permanent data: hard drives and flash.  And
there are only two companies in the world that can
provide both those technologies and are truly
agnostic between them — they don’t have an axe to
grind one way or the other. They’re happy to sell
you both of them; they’re happy to sell you one or
the other. Those two companies are Western Digital
and Toshiba. 

There is also, I should mention, what they call
MEM flash, a newer storage technology which is a
solid state device — it’s a semiconductor — and
Toshiba and Western Digital have a joint venture
in MEM flash, which is called Flash Ventures,
located in Japan. 

Toshiba has a substantially smaller hard disk drive
business than Western Digital. Toshiba is also
going through some financial pains right now in
some nuclear operations that they acquired from
Westinghouse not too long ago. They’re on the hook
for some contracts that are really eating away at
their financials, so Toshiba needs some liquidity to
help them deal with that problem. 
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Welling on Wall St. LLC believes that its reputa-
tion for journalistic enterprise, intellectual inde-
pendence and absolute integrity are essential to
its mission. Our readers must be able to assume
that we have no hidden agendas; that our facts
are thoroughly researched and fairly presented
and that when published our analyses and opin-
ions reflect our best judgments - and not the
vested pocketbook interests of our sources, our
colleagues, our clients or ourselves. 
WOWS’s mission is to provide our readers with
thoroughly independent research, trenchant
analysis and opinions that are as considered as
they are provocative. We work tirelessly to fulfill
that mission. That said, you must also consider
that no one, and no organization is perfect, and
be assured that our lawyers advise that we tell
you so. So here it is, in plain language, not the
usual lawyer-ese.
All the material in this publication is based on
data from sources that we have every reason to
believe are accurate and reliable. But we can’t
(nor can anyone else) guarantee it to be utterly
accurate. And there’s always a chance, though
we strive to avoid it, that we’ve missed some-
thing. So we make no claim that it is complete;
the end-all and be-all. Opinions and projections
found in this report reflect either our opinion or
that of our interviewees or guest authors (all of
whom are clearly identified) as of the original
interview/publication date and are subject to
change without notice. When an unaffiliated
interviewee’s opinions and projections are
reported, WOWS is relying on the accuracy and
completeness of that individual/firm’s own
research and research disclosures and assumes
no liability for that research or those disclosures,
beyond summarizing their disclosures in an adja-
cent box. 
This report is the product of journalistic enter-
prise and research. It is NOT a sales tool. It is not
intended to be - and should NOT be mistaken for
- an offer to sell anything. It is NOT a solicitation
for any sort of Investment or speculation. It
should NOT form the basis for any decision to
enter into any contract or to purchase any secu-
rity or financial product. It is entirely beyond the
scope and, bluntly, competence of this publica-
tion to determine if any particular security is
suitable for any specific subscriber. In other
words, we don’t give investment advice. Don’t
mistake anything you read in WOWS for invest-
ment advice. This publication does not provide
sufficient information upon which to base an
investment decision. WOWS does advise all read-
ers to consult their brokers or other financial
advisors or professionals as appropriate to verify
pricing and all other information. WOWS, its affili-
ates, officers, owners and associates do not
assume any liability for losses that may result if
anyone, despite our warnings, relies on any
information, analysis, or opinions in the publica-
tion. And, of course, past performance of securi-
ties or any financial instruments is not indicative
of future performance. Confidentiality and
Trading Disclosure: All information gathered by
WOWS staff or affiliates in connection with
her/his job is strictly the property of WOWS It is
never to be disclosed prior to publication to any-
one outside of WOWS and is never to be used,
prior to publication-and for two week thereafter-
as the basis for any personal investment deci-
sion by staff, affiliates and/or members of their
immediate households. All staff and affiliates of
WOWS will avoid not only speculation but the
appearance of speculation and may not engage
in short-term trading, the short selling of securi-
ties, or the purchase or sale of options, futures,
or other derivatives, including ETFs reliant on
derivatives. Any equity or fixed-income invest-
ments entered into by WOWS staff or affiliates
will be held for a minimum of six months unless
dispensation is received, under extraordinary cir-
cumstances, from WOWS’s legal counsel. Any pre-
existing direct investment interest in any stock,
mutual fund, ETF or partnership portfolio cov-
ered in an issue of WOWS will be specifically dis-
closed in that edition and that position will be
frozen for at least a month. Internet disclosure:
Electronic Communications Disclosure: The web-
sites and WOWS’ electronic communications can,
alas, fall prey of all manner of malicious activity.
While WOWS takes reasonable and prudent steps
to try to prevent its website, journals and com-
munications from interception, corruption, infec-
tion, contamination and other electronic male-
factors, there are even fewer guarantees in the
realms of software and the web than in finance—
where there are none. WOWS disclaims and can-
not accept liability for any damages to computer
systems as a result of downloading or opening
contaminated versions its website, journals or
communications.

Research Disclosure
As it happens, Western Digital is in a very good
position to help Toshiba out with that and perhaps
extract nice concessions out of their joint venture
or perhaps even increase its stake in the joint ven-
ture. 

Is it a 50/50 joint venture now?
DENNIS: WD has 49% and Toshiba has 51%. But
the joint venture is very successful and self-fund-
ing. And its only rival in the MEM flash business is
Samsung, which is the dominant DRAM 
manufacturer in the world.

But also a company with a few issues to
work out at the moment. 
DENNIS: Right, those exploding Galaxy 7 phones.
But they’ll work that out. It’s not a show stopper.
And if you’re referring to its political/legal issues
in Korea, those always have a way of working out. 

Meanwhile, Samsung has roughly a 40% share of
the MEM flash market, and Toshiba and Western
Digital’s joint venture, Flash Ventures, also has
roughly 40% of the business. The other 20% is
split among some tertiary players like Hynix,
Micron, Intel — and they’re all losing a ton of
money. 

And this is somehow great for Western
Digital?
DENNIS: Well, the only companies that make
money in MEM flash are Samsung and WD’s Flash
Ventures joint venture with Toshiba. And the bar is
about to be raised in that business — not to go too
deeply into the weeds here — but it’s going to a
new technology, called 3D. Basically we’re going to
start to build skyscrapers instead of ranch style
homes. Semiconductors used to be essentially two-
dimensional, but the engineers are running out of
space in a cell to put another electron to actually
hold a bit, which stores the information. So to con-
tinue Moore’s Law, we’re now having to build
Manhattan-style skyscrapers at a subatomic level.
Very, very difficult to do. Extremely difficult to do.
To the point where some players will probably to
drop out of the business. 

So who is best at 3D?
DENNIS: The company that invented 3D is
Toshiba, which is WD’s joint venture partner. But
Samsung was first to market it — and was com-
monly thought to have the lead, until quite recent-
ly, when Flash Ventures unveiled its latest. 

Let me give you a little background to put this in
context. Samsung was never able to compete very

well with Flash Ventures on earlier-generation 2D
flash MEM, because they couldn’t match its low
costs, so Samsung moved first into 3D, with 32-
layer and then 42-layer chips — and won kudos.
But the joint venture, meanwhile, was coining
money selling its 2D flash and so was in no hurry
to commercialize its 3D invention. Instead, the
joint venture refined its technology and waited for
the point where they could make 3D for a lower, or
at least comparable, cost to their 2D chips. That
just happened, with Flash Venture’s introduction of
its 64-layer 3D, so now it’s certainly a two-horse
race. And the WD-Toshiba venture has the lowest-
cost, highest-quality horse in it. 

Those are the kinds of companies that we enjoy
being involved in. 

I take it you also like Western Digital’s
acquisition of SanDisk? 
DENNIS: In a different strategy that I used to run,
separate from FPA Capital, we actually owned
SanDisk in the past, so I’m very familiar with the
technology. In fact, we highly encouraged the
Western Digital management team to buy SanDisk.
Now, they didn’t buy it exactly when we wanted
them to buy it. Nor did they pay exactly what we
wanted them to pay for the company. But strategi-
cally, it was a brilliant, brilliant move and we give
kudos to Steve Milligan, its CEO, and his team for
pulling it off. 

I should have asked earlier, both of you
concentrate exclusively on FPA Capital
these days, don’t you?
ARIK: Both Dennis and I spent 100% of our time
on this strategy. It’s totally worth it. We like it. 

DENNIS: We like it a lot.

Great. Thanks, gentlemen. And happy
truffle hunting! 
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WellingonWallSt. interviewee disclosure. Dennis Bryan and Arik Ahitov, both partners at First Pacific Advisors,
have been co-portfolio managers of the FPA Capital Fund Inc. since November, 2007 and February, 2014, respectively.
They manage the fund in a manner that is substantially similar to the prior portfolio manager, Robert Rodriguez, who
managed the Fund from 1984 until his retirement from active portfolio management, effective December, 2010, and
continued in an advisory role until his official retirement, as FPA’s first Partner Emeritus, at yearend 2016.  

Dennis M. Bryan joined FPA in 1993. Prior to joining the firm, Dennis was Investment Analyst at Kemper Securities
Group.  He earned a Bachelor’s degree in Finance from California Polytechnic University in Pomona, and an MBA from
the University of Southern California. He is a CFA Charterholder.  Arik A. Ahitov joined FPA in 2010.  From 2004 to
2010, Arik was Portfolio Manager of Shamrock Capital Advisors’ Absolute Value Fund.  He also has experience in con-
sulting and investment banking.  Arik earned a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from Northwestern University and an
MBA from the University of California, Los Angeles.  He served on the Board of Coinstar, Inc. (Nasdaq: CSTR) from
June 2008 to June 2013. 

This interview was initiated by Welling on Wall St. and contains the current opinions of the interviewees but not
necessarily those of FPA. It is important to understand that the views expressed in this interview and the accom-
panying graphics are as of the date of the interview (Jan. 31, 2017) and are subject to change without notice
based on market and other conditions. The views may differ from other portfolio managers and analysts or of FPA
as a whole and are not intended to be forecasts of future events or a guarantee of future results or investment
advice. This interview is being distributed for informational purposes only. Any mention of specific securities or sec-
tors should not be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell such securities and any information provided
is not a sufficient basis upon which to make an investment decision. The information provided does not constitute,
and should not be construed as, an offer or solicitation with respect to any securities, products or services dis-
cussed. Future events or results may vary significantly from those expressed and are subject to change at any time
in response to changing circumstances and industry developments. This information and data has been prepared
from sources believed reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed and is
not a complete summary or statement of all available data.

Future events or results may vary significantly from those expressed and are subject to change at any time in
response to changing circumstances and industry developments.  Security examples featured are samples for pre-
sentation purposes and are intended to illustrate our investment philosophy and its application.  It should not be
assumed that most recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the secu-
rities.  This information and data has been prepared from sources believed reliable.  The accuracy and completeness
of the information cannot be guaranteed and is not a complete summary or statement of all available data. Portfolio
composition will change due to ongoing management of the funds.  References to individual securities are for infor-
mational purposes only and should not be construed as recommendations by the Funds, Advisor or Distributor — or
WOWS. It should not be assumed that future investments will be profitable or will equal the performance of securities
examples discussed. The most recently reported portfolio holdings (for quarter ending 12/31/2017) may be obtained
from www.fpafunds.com.

Investments in mutual funds carry risks and investors may lose principal value. Stock markets are volatile and can
decline significantly in response to adverse issuer, political, regulatory, market or economic developments. The fund
may purchase foreign securities, including American Depository Receipts ADRs) or other depository receipts, which
are subject to interest rate, currency exchange rate, economic and political risks. This may be enhanced when
investing in emerging markets. Small and mid-cap stocks involve greater risks and they can fluctuate in price more
than larger company stocks.

Value securities, including those selected by the Fund’s portfolio managers, are subject to the risk that their intrinsic
value may never be realized by the market and that their prices may go down. In addition, value style investing may
fall out of favor and underperform growth or other styles of investing during given periods. Securities selected by
the portfolio managers using a value strategy may never reach their intrinsic value because the market fails to rec-
ognize what the portfolio managers consider to be the true business value or because the portfolio managers have
misjudged those values. 
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You should consider the Fund’s investment objectives/risks and charges and expenses carefully before you
invest. The Prospectus details the Fund’s objectives and policies and other matters of interest to prospective
investors. Please read this Prospectus carefully before investing. The Prospectus may be obtained by visiting the
website at www.fpafunds.com or by calling toll free, 1800-982-4372, or by contacting the Fund in writing. 

Past performance is not guarantee of future results and current performance may be higher or lower than discussed.
Any data referenced represents past performance and investors should understand that investment returns and
principal values fluctuate, so that when you redeem your investment it may be worth more or less than its original
cost. FPA Capital Fund is offered through UMB Distribution Services, LLC. 

Index Definitions

The Russell 2500 index consists of the 2,500 stocks that cover the small and mid cap market capitalizations. The
Russell 2500 is a market cap weighted index that includes the smallest 2,500 companies covered in the Russell 3000
universe of United States-based listed equities.

The S&_ 500 index includes a respresentative sample of 500 leading companies in leading industries in the U.S. econ-
omy. The index focuses on the large-cap segment of the market, with over 80% coveraage of U.S. equities, but is
also considered a proxy for the total market.

Indices do not reflect any commissions or fees which would be incurred by an investors purchasing the underlying
securities. You can not invest directly in an index.

Other Definitions

Not Meaningful (NM) is a standard way to show a P/E for companies with negative GAAP eps.

Enterprise Value (EV), a measure of a company’s value, often used as an alternative to straightforward market cap-
italization. Enterprise Value is calculated as market cap plus debt, minority interest and preferred shares, minus
total cash and cash equivalents.

Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) is essentially net income with interest, taxes,
depreciation, and amortization added back to it, and can be used to analyze and compare profitability between com-
panies and industries becauase it eliminates the effects of financing and accounting decisions. 

Price/Earnings ration (P/E) is the price of a stock divided by its earnings per share. Percentages are based on the
absolute number of shares.

Price-to-Book (P/BV) is a ratio used to compare a stocks’s market value to its book value. It is calculated by dividing
the current closing price of the stock by the latest quarter’s book value per share.

Price-toSales (P/S) is a ratio valuing a stock relative to its own past performance. Price to sales is calculated by divid-
ing a stock’s current price by its revenue per share in the most recent year.

Total Enterprise Value (TEV) is a valuation measurement used to compare companies with varying levels of debt. 

The FPA Funds are distributed by UMP Distribution Services, LLC, 235 Galena Street, Milwaukee, WI, 53212

Remember, there are no guarantees in investment or in research, as in life. 
No part of this copyrighted interview may be reproduced in any form, without express written permission of
Welling on Wall St. and Kathryn M. Welling.  © 2017 Welling on Wall St. LLC 
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